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CONTROL SYSTEM [L8, LF]

VARIABLE INTAKE AIR CONTROL OPERATION [L8, LF]
id0140i7176200

Operation conditions
If any of the following conditions are met:
— Engine speed is approx. 4,750 rpm or more
— Engine speed is approx. 3,150 rpm or less and the throttle opening angle is the specified value or more. 

(heavy load condition)
When operation conditions are not met

The PCM energizes the variable intake air solenoid valve, closing the variable intake air shutter valve to 
enhance the inertia charging effect in the engine low to middle speeds and low load ranges.

When operation conditions are met
The PCM blocks energization the variable intake air solenoid valve, opening the variable intake air shutter valve 
to enhance the inertia charging effect in the engine high speed and high-load range.
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VARIABLE TUMBLE CONTROL OUTLINE [L8, LF]
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At cold engine start, the following occur due to the closing of the variable tumble shutter valve for improved cold 
engine exhaust emission performance.
— Improved intake airflow speed near fuel injectors
— Strong air tumble occurs in the combustion changer, promoting vaporization mixture of intake air and fuel
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VARIABLE TUMBLE CONTROL BLOCK DIAGRAM [L8, LF]
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VARIABLE TUMBLE CONTROL OPERATION [L8, LF]
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Operation conditions
When all of the following conditions are met, the PCM energizes the coil of variable tumble solenoid valve. As a 
result, negative pressure is introduced to the diaphragm chamber of the variable tumble shutter valve actuator, 
pulling the actuator rod and closing the variable tumble shutter valve.
— Engine speed less than 3,750 rpm
— Engine coolant temperature less than 60 C {140 F}
— Throttle valve opening angle is at the specified value or less (changes according to engine speed)

Inhibition conditions
When a DTC for the ECT sensor or TP sensor has been stored, the variable tumble control is inhibited and the 
variable tumble shutter valve is constantly open.
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VARIABLE VALVE TIMING CONTROL OUTLINE [LF]
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Variable valve timing control changes the intake valve timing according to engine operation conditions to 
improve engine output, fuel economy, and exhaust emission performance.
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